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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra fund I &amp;III Complaint 92492 for $200.00
Submitted by
Lino
on 03/22/2014
Complaint #92492

I don't remember asking hydra fund I&III for a loan but $200 was deposited into my checking
account and they have been taking $60 every two weeks and I just read that this is a scam
and I went to hydra fund I website and it said the acount was suspended, how can I get them
to stop....Help!!!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 275375 for $200.00
Submitted by
paige
on 09/19/2013
Complaint #275375

i filed bankrupcy now almost a year later i get a call from some collection agency on behalf of
the hydrafund trying to get money from me and threatning me with legal actions,defrauding a
fedral instatution writing bad checks,my lawyer is trying to find address for this collection
agency national and he is going to tell them they are against the law to contact me

Complaint Title: Hydra Funds Complaint 88333 for $2,000.00
Submitted by
Ebrown0802
on 03/16/2014
Complaint #88333

Every other week my account has been getting charged 60.00 to hydra bank and i have no
idea what it is i just now have noticed it but it has been going on sence december 2011

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 203770 for $650.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 01/24/2013
Complaint #203770

I started getting phone calls from this place an saying I owe them this amout not so , they
never put money in my acct . Only cnusa did. My bank said this company has tried several
times to take money out , I want them to stop calling me wih threats !! Now my acct is over
drown , had to put block on it now !!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 156403 for $190.00
Submitted by
Pwar
on 09/12/2014
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Complaint #156403

Hydra Fund II has been withdrawing $90 per month for the last 3 months without my
authorization. I want the money returned and Hydra Fund II to cease from withdrawing any
further funds. This has been ongoing and I have tried to reach them, nut I am either put on
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hold or hung up on. This is a total scam that is hurting people who need their money during
these times

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 125956 for $390.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 06/15/2014
Complaint #125956

went to get a loan online for $300 from a different company and i was denied because i didnt
have direct deposit. look in my checking account and find a deposit from hydra fund i never
even heard of them now they are taking money out of my acount $90 dollars at a time
watching it close cause they are not beating me for shit.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 131414 for $500.00
Submitted by
Ashley
on 07/02/2014
Complaint #131414

This company deposited 250 into my account without my permission..so what i did was i
contacted tgem and sent paper work stating I wanted to pay the loan back in full ..so I
basically paid them back their own money..I dont kno how they got my info but I was furious..

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 261718 for $75.00
Submitted by
michael
on 07/22/2013
Complaint #261718

I borrowed 250 from this.company. I issues my loam payment for the last 2 weeks on 6-15
that takes my account through.
6-29. I put in for my pay off today and they are charging me another 75 dollars for the same
interest weeks. Fraud. There is nothing in the contract that supports this. I've requested a
manager call back but they claim they don't have managers and then they try to say that they
don't work for the company they only do call backs. I'm calling the BBB.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 163931 for $300.00
Submitted by
Nothappy03
on 10/04/2014
Complaint #163931

I went online and applied for a payday advance due to starting a new job. I received no
information informing me that I was approved for the loan. I recall speaking with a rep from
another loan company, but am yet to speak to someone at Hydra Fund III. I was notified by
my bank that they had deposited $200.00 into my account and had been hitting my account
for money daily. I am being charged $35.00 for each transaction as I am paid monthly have
paid my bills for the month. I have called 1888-302-5351 customer service and am yet to
receive a call back.SCAM!!They deposited money into my account without me signing of
speaking to anyone, I am unable to speak to a human in customer service, and I am going to
be out of more money as I am not paid until the middle of the month.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 149920 for $300.00
Submitted by
GMC
on 08/23/2014
Complaint #149920

A Three Hundred dollar deposit was placed in my Checking account by Hydra Fund II,
(company Phone Number 888-302-5332) without my acknowledgement or consent. I've
gotten several phone calls from different people offering payday loans via western union.
When I call the customer service number ab... view more

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 104560 for $300.00
Submitted by
jschultz96
on 05/04/2014
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Comment #25013

No they are still doing it. Oh and dont even bother with the customer service number, its a
recording.
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 245081 for $120.00
Submitted by
Peter
on 06/01/2013
Comment #52393

I hate to tell you this but hydra fund is a real company. My bank did an investigation on them
and there is nothing illegal about it.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 125715 for $200.00
Submitted by
Prkitty88
on 06/14/2014
Comment #27968

Word of advice close your account leaving only the original amount deposted by hydra and
then get statement and make sure your new account number is not on statement as a
transfer send them a copy stating you did not authorize and funds were not used and it will be
removed theres no other way other than closing account and emailing them if not they will
drain your account.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
Arzola
on 10/09/2014
Comment #38601

They sent me death threats, its an abomination. I closed my account then re opened a brand
new account, and got a different card. But they know where I live!! Horripilation I am!

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 145071 for $600.00
Submitted by
Lamont
on 08/10/2014
Comment #33120

I am a victim also and they have 418 complaints there is something that we can do about
this!! please let's help one another

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 156784 for $400.00
Submitted by
Christine
on 11/06/2014
Comment #41015

Heather, they did take their money back out and I had no other issues with them. I was
sceptical though knowing they had my banking info, and closed the account anyway and
opened another. Hope this helps.

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 109753 for $325.00
Submitted by
Scammed_II
on 08/08/2014
Comment #32934

Stop payment through your bank immediately!. There's usually a fee for the bank to do that
but it's much cheaper then the $75.00 "refinancing fee" they charge every 2 weeks. Once you
stop it they will stop charging you. See my other comment about what happens afterwards.
Don't be intimidated though It's all a HUGE SCAM

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 148239 for $200.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2014
Comment #34421

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
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are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 148115 for $685.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2014
Comment #34422

SCAM alert>> it is ILLEGAL for a debt collector to threaten you with being arrested. The fact
that you were speaking with someone with a foreign accent alludes to a scam that has been
going on for awhile now. I assure you, had you made the payment, none of it would have
gone tothe "loan." Also out of state police would not be calling you about a civil matter. The
sad part is the people who you describe may be scammers that have no direct affiliation with
Hydra. Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 169771 for $300.00
Submitted by
Ian
on 10/23/2014
Comment #39908

Yea my bank temporarily stopped them from withdrawing money and did an investigation, but
somehow found them legit(Inappropriate Content Removed). I may have to just close my
account but then they might just sue me, I don't know what to do man. No one seems to have
a solution.
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